Throughout Pinkerton’s 170-year history, we have served as guardians and protectors of organizations around the world, defining new industry standards for comprehensive risk management, and consistently revolutionizing our industry. We purposefully infuse Pinkerton’s core values of integrity, vigilance, and excellence into everything we do. Together, with a unified sense of purpose, our global force of Pinkerton agents and support functions band together to become something more than colleagues — we are a family. “We Never Sleep.”

To view all job openings at Pinkerton, please click here.

---

**JOBS AT PINKERTON**

**Operations Manager**
San Francisco, CA
The Operations Manager will coordinate the service delivery functions for Pinkertons Deployable Assets (PDA) and support the Regional Operations Manager (ROM) with employee management and administrative oversight.

**Risk Solutions Analyst**
Miami, FL
The Risk Solutions Analyst will be responsible for understanding strategic and operational objectives, identifying issues, conducting research, developing hypotheses, designing, and conducting analysis, and presenting recommendations to create value for Pinkerton clients.

**Regional Business Continuity Manager - APAC**
Singapore
The Security & Business Continuity Manager is accountable for all the elements of the Corporate Security and Business Continuity (BC) programs at all China-based corporate client locations. The Manager provides subject matter expertise to other company sites within the APAC, as needed.

**GSOC Support Operator**
El Segundo, CA
The GSOC Support Operator, assigned to a specific client, oversees the daily operations of the Global Security Operations Center. The Operator will vet potential and/or actual crisis response activations.

**Intelligence Analyst**
Tempe, AZ
The Intelligence Analyst, assigned to a specific client, serves as the subject matter expert on all intelligence-related tasks including processes, support requirements, technical aspects, and operational methods. The Intelligence Analyst oversees workflow and trains analysts in report production.

**Backgound Screener - Americas**
Washington, DC
The Background Screener will review and evaluate background screening results, for the Americas region, provided by a third-party supplier, the employee candidate and/or various other third-party record providers. The position will maintain key relationships with staffing in order to provide responsive and timely processing of background screenings.

**Agent**
Salt Lake City, UT
The Agent will perform a variety of assignments including concierge-level, residential, or event security, response services, basic driving, and investigations.

**Production Technology Engineer**
Tempe, AZ
The role is to support a Film Production Security team assessing the network & security requirements of each Tier 1 production during the preparation stages and being directly involved in implementing those plans throughout the shoot and post-production periods. The Production Technology Engineer will support technology infrastructure, storage, and network solutions that adhere to Content Security procedures and policies. The Production Technology Engineer will also work closely with and provide advice and support to production and act as the first point of contact on Networking issues for crew in the studio and on location.

---

**FEATURED TRAINING PARTNERS**

**EnCorps STEM Teachers Program**
The EnCorps STEM Military Pathways located in California and Colorado, transitions military veterans and spouses who have experience in science, technology, engineering, and math fields into middle and high school teachers. EnCorps provides the pathway, training and support to successfully transition your industry and military experience to the classroom. Inspire the next generation, serve again and ensure that all students receive a high quality education, regardless of their background or circumstances. [Learn more and apply here](#). Final Deadline for the next cohort is APRIL 30, 2021. [Apply here](#).

**Vector International**
Vector International would like to offer a 30% discount to all veterans and spouses for their online/self-paced certification Lean Six Sigma course. Additionally, they are offering a 20% discount towards their virtual instructor-led certification courses. Lean Six Sigma concepts can be applied to virtually every industry and role to produce great efficiency and functionality. To receive the 30% discount the following discount code should be used: Veteran30. Individuals can access courses directly from the [online store](#) or select courses from the course selection page on Vector’s website.

---

**Claim Academy**
Become a software engineer in 12 weeks. Start a new career, secure a job as a Full Stack Java, Full Stack C#/.NET, Front End, JavaScript or in Cybersecurity. Study at the top ranked coding bootcamp in the U.S. Claim Academy's students get hired by companies like IBM, Boeing, Mastercard, Wells Fargo, Fidelity, & Bayer. [Learn more](#).